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propounded, were too taken up with the struggle of life to be
able to give much attention to them. It was the Great Dock
Strike of 1889 that marked-trie turning-point in the history of
British labour (§321). The money subscribed by other workers
to support the strikers (£30,000 came from Australia alone)
seemed to suggest that if " labour " were united it could achieve
wonders. Moreover, the young Trade Union officials who led
the strike were all Socialists. So the new " fighting unions "
of unskilled labourers were distinctly Socialist in their aims,
and those aims gradually spread to the other Unions, largely
through the annual meetings of the Trade Union Congress.
Yet their leaders were never dangerous firebrands like the
leaders of Labour and Socialist movements abroad ; for our
democratic institutions gave them an opportunity of working
for their objects by constitutional methods. John Burns, for
instance, became an active member of the London County
Council (N224) soon after it was formed, and worked for the
betterment of conditions in the metropolis. When the Trade
Union Congress joined forces with the I.L.P. (§ 328) to build
up the " Labour Party," he was elected to Parliament ; and
a few years later be became a member of the Cabinet as
President of the Board of Trade.
§ 354. victorian art and literature.—The adjective
" Victorian " is generally used to imply " ugly " or " stupid "
when applied to the fine arts, but this is not altogether justified.
It is true that the first twenty years of Victoria's reign
was a period of solid but unlovely fashions in architecture,
furniture, and dress, a period when Landseer was considered a
great painter and Sterndale Bennett a great composer. But
there is another side to the picture. Very few periods in
English history have had two such distinguished poets as
Tennyson and Browning, not to mention close on a dozen more
of only slightly less eminence ; while the novelists of the reign
—from Dickens and Thackeray at the beginning of it to Thomas
Hardy (1840-1928) and George Meredith (1828-1909) towards

